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Abstract 
The drop of oil prices has led to a significant decrease in the demand in oil-related industries, 

and thus to severe competition in the market. In this context, the companies are striving to 

reduce their costs and lead times in order to remain attractive to the customers. While 

companies are used to challenging the production costs and lead times, and are aware of the 

profits that can be drawn from such studies, logistics aspects being more difficult to assess, 

they are less often dealt with.  

This thesis aims at building a model of the costs and lead times involved in downstream 

logistics in order to understand the impact of downstream logistics on the global costs and 

lead times of a product. It also aims at providing a method to allocate the customer demand to 

the division’s mills in order to optimise either the downstream logistics costs or the lead 

times. 

This thesis was performed in the Oil and Gas division of an industrial French company. This 

division’s scope is the oil companies in Europe, Africa, the Middle East and Asia. Ten mills 

were considered in this study, in Germany, France, the United Kingdom, China, Nigeria, 

Saudi Arabia, Brazil and Indonesia. 

The context of the company and the concepts related to downstream logistics were 

investigated. Then, workgroups consisting of logisticians and the author of this thesis were 

organised to build a model for the costs and lead times of downstream logistics. This model 

was used to analyse a Sales and Operation Planning, and to optimise the allocations of the 

customer demand to the mills from a logistics perspective. 

The results show that the downstream logistics costs and lead times are very sensitive to the 

choice of allocations to the mills. The integration of the production is the main factor in the 

minimisation of the logistics costs, i.e. the downstream logistics costs are at the lowest when 

the manufacturing mill is the supplying mill. On the other hand, the main factor in the 

minimisation of the logistics lead times is the proximity between the manufacturer and the 

country of the customer.  

This thesis shows that the logistics budget of the division vary significantly depending on the 

choice of the supplier and the manufacturer. Besides, the optimisation of the costs and the 

optimisation of the lead times have opposed effects, so both optimisations cannot occur at the 

same time. 
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Sammanfattning 
Reduktionen i oljepriserna har lett till en betydande minskning av efterfrågan på oljerelaterade 

industrier och således råder en hög konkurrens på marknaden. I denna omgivning strävar 

företagen efter kostnad- och ledtidsreducering för att förbli attraktiva för kunderna. Medan 

företagen vanligtvis utmanar produktionskostnader och ledtider , samt är medvetna om de 

vinster som kan dras av sådana studier, är logistikaspekter svårare att bedöma då de sällan 

behandlas.  

Denna avhandling syftar till att bygga en modell av hur kostnader och ledtider involveras i 

nedströms logistik. Detta för att förstå effekterna av nedströmslogistik för globala kostnader 

och ledtider för en produkt. Modellen syftar även till att skapa en metod som fördelar 

kundefterfrågan på divisionens fabriker för att optimera antingen 

nedströmslogistikkostnaderna eller ledtiderna. 

Denna avhandling utfördes i en olje- och gasdivision inom ett franskt industriellt företag. 

Divisionsomfattningen är oljebolagen i Europa, Afrika, Mellanöstern och Asien. I denna 

studie har det tagits hänsyn till tio olika fabriker i Tyskland, Frankrike, Storbritannien, Kina, 

Nigeria, Saudiarabien, Brasilien och Indonesien.  

Företagsbakgrunden och nedströmslogistik-relaterade koncept undersöktes. Därefter 

organiserades arbetsgrupper bestående av logistiker och författaren till denna avhandling för 

att bygga en modell för kostnader och ledtider för nedströmslogistik. Denna modell användes 

sedan för att analysera försäljning och driftsplanering, samt för att optimera fördelningen av 

kundernas efterfrågan till fabriker utifrån logistikperspektiv.  

Resultaten visar att nedströmslogistikkostnader och ledtiderna är mycket känsliga för valet av 

fördelning till fabriker. Integrationen av produktionen är den viktigaste faktorn i minimering 

av logistikkostnader; nedströmslogistikkostnader är lägst när tillverkningsfabriken är den 

levererande fabriken. Samtidigt är den viktigaste faktorn för minimering av logistikens 

ledtider närheten mellan tillverkaren och landet där kunden vistas. 

Denna avhandling visar att divisionens logistikbudget varierar kraftigt beroende på valet av 

leverantör och tillverkare. Dessutom har optimering av kostnaderna och optimering av 

ledtider motsatta effekter, vilket resulterar i att båda optimeringarna inte kan inträffa 

samtidigt.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Presentation of the project 

Vallourec, the company in which the master thesis has been performed, produces seamless 

steel tubes for other companies. The project has been conducted in the Oil and Gas division 

(Vallourec EAMEA), and although the crisis had not touched it too severely in the beginning, 

the oil prices drop in 2014 is having a great impact on it: the oil companies have reduced their 

exploration as retrieving the oil is more expensive than the current price at which it is 

currently sold.  

In this perspective, reducing the prices of the tubes to be as competitive as possible has 

become more important than ever to obtain the contracts, and therefore Vallourec EAMEA 

must focus on cost cuts. The cost regarding production in the mills and the cost impact of the 

choice of the mill inasmuch as it concerns the production costs are well controlled and known. 

However, Vallourec EAMEA only has guesses on the cost differences regarding the logistics 

allocation routes, and thus misses one aspect of the cost impact: transportation. Besides, some 

customers are very demanding regarding the delay to receive their products and no study has 

yet been performed in this field. 

The degree project aims at filling this gap and providing the company with answers regarding 

the impact of logistics in the tubes costs to allow the Supply Chain Director to allocate the 

orders between the mills having all the parameters available. This study also includes 

information on the lead time of each logistics route to be able to deal with urgent orders.  

 

1.2 Problem definition 

The project focuses on the costs and lead times related to the logistics between the mills and 

the place where the customer receives the products. Some very complex products can be 

produced only in two mills at the opposite of the world, and then there remains little choice on 

the allocation route. But basic products can be produced in all the mills and then the cost and 

the lead time have a part to play in the choice of the production site.  

The problem the master thesis aims to solve is: What is the impact of the choice of a 

transportation allocation route on the cost and lead time of the products? This master thesis 

should thus answer the following questions: Which mill should be elected to produce in order 

to minimise the transportation costs? Which one should be chosen to minimise the 

transportation lead time? 

 

1.3 Presentation of the report 

In order to understand thoroughly the logistics problems and the context of the study a 

literature and state-of-the-art study is performed, with an additional part dealing with the 
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specificities of Vallourec EAMEA. Then, the model that has been built to so lve the problem 

of the master thesis is presented. This model enabled to develop a logistics relational database 

that has been used to perform some analyses that are on three levels: 

- At a macro-level: the assessment of the costs and lead times are done at geographical 

macro-zones in order to compare them together, and to draw conclusions from a 

strategic point of view. 

- At a micro-level: the logistics database is used in order to analyse the Sales and 

Operations Planning performed by the Supply Chain department of Vallourec 

EAMEA. 

- At an optimising level: all the data collected in the logistics database enables to run 

scenario, optimising logistics parameters (either the costs or the lead times). This 

optimisation can be performed both on the micro-zones (providing Vallourec 

EAMEA’s board with insights to help strategic decisions), and at a micro-level 

(providing the Supply Chain department with alternative allocation scenario for the 

Sales and Operations Planning). 
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2 Literature and state-of-the-art study 
 

2.1 Downstream logistics: from the mill to the customer 

2.1.1 Transportation means 

With the increased importance of globalisation and the opening of markets in developing 

countries, more and more goods are transported, sometimes for long distances.  (1) In order to 

deal with these flows, there are six modes of transportation: 

 Road (trucks) 

 Rail 

 Fluvial (barges) 

 Air 

 Shipping 

 Pipeline: to convey water, oil and gas 

These different modes of transportation have various characteristics and all of them do not 

apply to the transportation of tubes, and therefore are not useful for our study of Vallourec. 

This is the case of the transportation of goods via pipelines, which will not be detailed. 

 

2.1.1.1 Road 

The road transporters are present in different markets: 

- Chartering: the company orders a whole truck to carry the goods. This is the market in 

which Vallourec is. (2) 

- Rental of m
2
 of the truck: the company shares the truck with other companies 

- Delivery service: the truck circulates between the distribution centres and the 

customers 

The advantages of transporting the goods in trucks are that it is flexible , quick and there is no 

minimal effect (the trucks carry around 20 tons, so the company benefits of the optimised 

price with a delta of 20 tons). 

 

2.1.1.2 Rail 

The rail mode meets the same needs as the road one: it is also oriented towards the continental 

transportation. Vallourec uses wagons for two purposes: they are used to transport the semi-

finished goods between the different mills of the Group, and they are also used to convey the 

finished goods from the mills to the customers or the ports. This means of transportation is 

particularly used in Europe, between the French and German mills and the port of Antwerp in 

Belgium. (2) 
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It is adapted to large quantities of goods (a wagon can hold around 40 tons), and it is 

convenient to store temporarily the merchandise (for instance when the wagons arrive at the 

harbour a few days before the goods can be loaded in the ship). It is profitable for long 

distances (minimum 150 km). 

 

2.1.1.3 Fluvial 

The barges small boats that are used in rivers and canals, and that can sometimes go into 

harbours and the sea. Their size depends on the width of the canals, and they can hold 

between 500 tons and 2000 tons, depending on their size.  

Vallourec uses this means of transportation in Europe (between Déville (France) and Northern 

Europe), and in Indonesia (between the island of Batam and Singapore). (2) 

 

2.1.1.4 Air 

To carry goods in long distances, a company can choose to use planes. The airline companies 

for merchandise are often the same as those for passengers (Air France, SAS Airlines,...). 

However, it is also possible to charter a whole plane. 

The advantage of air transportation is that it is very quick. The drawback is that it is very 

expensive. So Vallourec uses it only when the customer is in a hurry, and is ready to pay very 

high logistics costs. (2) 

 

2.1.1.5 Shipping 

This mode of transportation is the most complex as it involves several markets and several 

means of transportation. A company can choose to charter an entire ship for a certain number 

of days. It is useful to convey huge quantities of goods (the ships have a capacity between 

5000 and 100000 tons). In the case of a smaller amount of merchandise, there are two 

possibilities: the company can rent a capacity of a ship either to a ship-owner or to a regular 

shipping line.  

There are three types of ships that can be used for transportation: 

- Container ship: the frequency is rather high and the delays are well-respected. The 

minimum quantity of freight is one container, so around 20 tons: similarly to the 

trucks, there is no minimal effect. 

- Roll-in roll-out: ships for rolling goods that are put in the hold of the ship. 

Vallourec’s tubes are allowed. (2) 

- Break bulk: the goods (isolated pieces) are stuffed in the hold of the ship.  
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Concerning the break bulk and the roll-in roll-out, some lines have a high frequency. On the 

other hand, there are lines that do not interest many companies and that are not served 

regularly. In order for the ship to stop in one of those harbours, there might be an 

inducement, i.e. a minimum in terms of capacity chartered or a minimum sum of money to 

pay. 

 

2.1.2 International Commercial Terms (Incoterms) 

The International Commercial Terms (Incoterms) are a set of eleven pre-defined commercial 

terms published by the International Chamber of Commerce. These terms define clearly the 

responsibility in terms of risks, costs and tasks during the transportation of goods. (3) In this 

paragraph, the Incoterms most used by Vallourec are presented. 

- EXW – Ex Works : In this Incoterm, the seller makes the goods available to the buyer 

in its mill. The buyer has to deal with all the risks, costs and tasks related to the ir 

transportation. 

 

- CPT – Carriage Paid to: In this Incoterm, the seller makes the goods available at the 

first transporter (at this point, the buyer starts incurring the risks), but bears the costs 

until the main transportation mode is unloaded. The buyer must deal with the 

insurance for transportation.  

 

- DAP – Delivery at Place : In this Incoterm, the seller makes the goods and bears the 

costs until the goods reach the place of destination named in the contract. However, 

the buyer deals with the customs clearance in the importing country. 

 

- FOB – Free on Board: This Incoterm is valid only for sea and inland waterway 

transport. The seller makes the goods available to the seller once they are loaded on 

the ship (the seller bears the costs and risks until the merchandise is loaded). Then, the 

buyer takes over the responsibility over the costs and the risks. 

 

- CFR – Cost and Freight: This Incoterm is valid only for sea and inland waterway 

transport. The seller makes the goods available to the seller once the ship is unloaded. 

Until then, the seller bears all transportation tasks, risks and costs, and then the buyer 

takes over. 

 

2.2 The optimization of the logistics allocation routes 

2.2.1 State-of-the-art: The logistics allocation routes at Vallourec 

When the Supply Chain department receives the customer demand (forecast, requests for 

quotations and offers) from the sales department, it has to allocate it to the mills. This 

allocation takes into account the technical capability of each mill to fulfil an order, the 
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specifications that can be asked by the customer and the capacity. With all these parameters, 

the Supply Chain department must allocate the demand to the mills in order to minimise the 

costs and the lead time as much as possible. (4) In July 2015, the impact of the logistics costs  

and lead time (supply transportation and distribution) were hardly taken into account.  

The impact of the logistics costs on the overall cost was not yet quantified. Most of the data 

regarding the logistics costs existed, but was scattered in the organisation: there were many 

different people in charge of the logistics, each of them dealing with a geographical zone of 

departure (where the mill selling the goods is). (5) In the absence of a database grouping all 

the logistics costs and allowing the Supply Chain department to compare them, the latter had 

been approximately evaluating them in order to try to optimise the overall cost. (4) 

The impact of the transportation lead times on the overall lead time between the customer 

order and the delivery to the customer was not quantified either. The data existing on this 

topic was more difficult to handle since the lead times given by the people dealing with 

logistics in each departure zone were based on a different model and different hypotheses. 

The only reliable data in July 2015 was the transit time for each transportation mode, but this 

time did not include all the waiting times along the way or the time necessary to plan and 

book the transportation modes. (5) The approximations done by the Supply Chain department 

regarding the transportation lead times were even rougher than those of the costs, and the lead 

times did not really enter into account in the allocation of the orders to the mills. 

 

2.2.2 Optimizing the logistics allocation route 

In order to optimise the logistics allocation routes, two aspects can be focused on: the 

reduction of costs or lead time. To be able to reduce the lead time at all points of the supply 

chain, the supply chain management must have the means to detect all the steps in the supply 

chain where time is wasted, and when a product must be produced. This applies in particular 

to the logistics part of the supply chain, during which lead times must be monitored. In that 

sense, the supply chain management must have an overview of all the processes: the control 

of the whole logistics must be optimised. (6) This notion of control can be extended to the 

costs: optimising efficiently the costs requires an efficient control of the logistics costs at all 

steps. 

The first and necessary step towards optimisation is thus the design of an information 

technology (IT) system enabling the control of the logistics costs and lead times. The 

positive effects on them are immediate once the system is built since standardising the 

requests for quotation to book the transportation means, and computerising the in-process 

activities (such as monitoring of the goods during transportation) support the information 

flows and make them swifter (positive effect on the lead time), (7) ensuring a lower cost in 

terms of workforce (less time is spent processing the documents, which leads to a reduction of 

the number of people necessary to do the work).  
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Another step further in the control of the supply chain is vertical integration.  (7) Possessing 

the different entities along the supply chain gives the utmost control on it: the company can 

have information on anything happening from the raw material to the sale of the product, and 

thus has the means to detect any type of waste of money or time, and to synchronise the steps 

along the supply chain, therefore allowing a reduction of the costs and lead times (in 

particular storage costs and waiting times). 
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3 Vallourec: its organization, its mills and its 

products 
 

3.1 Presentation of Vallourec EAMEA 

Vallourec is an important French industrial group producing seamless steel pipes for other 

industries. It is split into several divisions, one of whom is Vallourec EAMEA in which the 

master thesis has been performed.  

Vallourec EAMEA is the division dealing with the oil industry in the eastern hemisphere. It 

provides pipes (tubing and casing) for the exploration and exploitation of oil wells. The 

casings support the wells and prevent them from collapsing and the oil flows in the tubings 

from the well to the surface. 

The division Vallourec EAMEA deals with the oil countries in the eastern hemisphere (taking 

France as a reference point). The customers of Vallourec EAMEA are thus from Europe 

(mostly Northern Europe), Asia, Africa and the Middle East. On the other hand, the division 

does not deal with oil industrials in North and South America, unless it receives an order from 

the division dealing with oil industrials in America. In this case, which remains an exception, 

Vallourec EAMEA does not have a contact with the oil industrials (the end customers of 

Vallourec), but merely with another division of Vallourec. (8) 

 

3.2 The mills and the products 

3.2.1 Steps of the production of the pipes 

To produce a seamless steel pipe, several steps are necessary: (9) 

 Production of a billet: production of a full cylinder of steel 

 Production of a green: the centre of the full cylinder is removed and the cylinder 

becomes a tube. The width, diameter and length of the tube are important parameters. 

 Production of a plain end (PE): the green goes through a heat treatment to modify the 

composition of the steel. It acquires a particular grade  (i.e. a particular composition of 

the steel) which is one of the special features of the pipe.  

 Production of a T&C (threaded and coupled): the PE goes through an operation of 

threading and is coupled with a coupling item. The pipe is now ready to be connected 

to other pipes. 

Vallourec EAMEA’s end products are T&Cs. Depending on the technical capability of the 

mills to produce PEs, the raw material consists either of greens or PEs. In most cases, it gets 

its supplies of tubes from another division of the company (Vallourec Upstream) and 

processes the threading, and sometimes the heat treatment. However, Vallourec does not 

produce PEs for some grades that are particularly hard to obtain. In this case, Vallourec 

EAMEA’s supplies come from an external supplier (cf 2.b.). (10) 
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3.2.2 The mills and the characteristics of the pipes 
3.2.2.1 The mills 

Vallourec EAMEA sells T&Cs produced by ten mills, located in several countries: (10) 

 In France, there is one mill (VOGFR) in Aulnoye-Aymeries, near Valenciennes. 

 In Germany, there are two mills near Düsseldorf: Rath Plug and Rath Pilger. 

 In the United Kingdom, there is one mill in Bellshill (VOG UK), near Glasgow. 

 In Saudi Arabia, there is one mill in Dammam (VSA). Until now, it has never 

exported its products, but beginning the exportation is its strategy.  

 In China, there are two mills near Shanghai: Tianda and VAM Changzhou. 

 In Indonesia, there is one mill (PTCT) in the island of Batam 

 In Nigeria, there is one mill in Onne (VAM Onne) that only produces T&Cs for 

Nigeria. There is no export and it is not planned that there should be some. 

 In Brazil, there is one mill that is a joint-venture between Vallourec and its Japanese 

competitor Sumitomo (VSB). It is located near Rio de Janeiro. 

The technical capabilities of the mills are presented in the following table (the rolling mills 

produce PEs and the threading mills produce T&Cs): 

 

  Rolling Threading 

VOGFR   X 

Rath Pilger X X 

Rath Plug X X 

VOG UK 

 

X 

VSA   X 

Tianda X X 

VAM Changzhou   X 

PTCT 

 

X 

VAM Onne 

 

X 

VSB X X 
 

Table 1 - Technical capabilities of the mills 

Besides, some mills belonging to another division of Vallourec and providing PEs will be 

mentioned in the following sections of this report: Saint Saulve and Deville (located in 

France) and Mülheim (located in Germany). These mills are suppliers of Vallourec EAMEA. 

 
3.2.2.2 The grades  

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, one of the characteristics of a pipe is its grade. At 

Vallourec, the grades are grouped in families of steel of similar composition as follows 

(starting with the more basic steel, to the more complex one) : (11) 
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 The Carbon family for pipes submitted to a non-corrosive environment 

 The Sour Service family for pipes submitted to a corrosive environment with a low 

rate of pCO2 and a high rate of pH2S 

 The 13Cr family for pipes submitted to a high rate of pCO2 and a low rate of pH2S 

 The CRA (Corrosion Resistant Alloy) family when the pipe is submitted to high rates 

of pCO2 and pH2S. 

Depending on the family of the PE, the processes of threading and coupling vary. The PEs 

therefore do not do through the threading step on the same line if they do not have the same 

grade, and threading a Carbon pipe does not require the same skills as threading a 13Cr pipe.  

These differences in the processes explain why all the mills of Vallourec cannot produce the 

same products: all do not have a workforce skilled enough to thread all the grades (for 

instance, only VOGFR, PTCT and VOG UK are capable of threading a CRA pipe). The grade 

capabilities for threading of the mills are presented in the following table. (10) 

 

  Carbon Sour Service 13Cr CRA 

VOGFR X X X X 

Rath Plug X X X   

Rath Pilger X       

VOG UK X X X X 

VSA X X     

Tianda X X     

VAM Changzhou X X X   

PTCT X X X X 

VAM Onne X X X   

VSB X       
 

Table 2 - Grade capabilities of the mills for threading operations 

 

Besides, Vallourec does not produce PEs with a CRA grade . Therefore, it must order 

them from an external supplier. 

Finally, some customers (such as Total, Shell or ExxonMobil) have special requirements and 

do not allow all the mills capable of threading a particular grade to do it. This makes the 

allocation of customer orders even more complex.  

 

3.2.2.3 The connections 

Another characteristic of a pipe is its connections at each end of it. The different connections 

offered by Vallourec are also classified in families: 
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 The T&C (Threaded and Coupled) family: these connections involve pipes and 

couplings. The pipes are connected by being screwed to the couplings. In this family, 

there are API connections (internationally normalized ones) and VAM connections 

(connections that are property of Vallourec). (9) 

 

 
Figure 1-T&C connection.  

Property of Vallourec 
 

 

 The F/SF (Flush/Semi Flush) family: these connections only involve pipes. One end 

of the pipe is threaded on the outward surface of the pipe, and the other end is 

threaded on the inward surface of the pipe. The pipes can therefore be screwed one to 

the other. (9) 

 
Figure 2-F/SF connection.  

Property of Vallourec 
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4 Construction of a database of the transportation 

routes 
 

4.1 Assumptions and model of the routes 

To build the database, several types of routes have been encountered: 

 Rolling mill (where the PEs are produced) to threading mill (supply logistics) 

 Threading mill to customer (distribution logistics) 

 Stock to customer (distribution logistics)  

 

The costs and lead times are to be collected for specific Incoterms: 

- For supply routes: the Incoterm considered is DAP at the threading mill 

- For distribution routes: 

o Continental: the Incoterm considered is CPT 

o Oversea: the countries of the customers must be delivered, so the Incoterm 

considered is CFR or CPT if there is a harbour in the country, and DAP 

otherwise. 

 

 

4.1.1 Particular case of external production 

Vallourec is not able to produce all the tubes that it offers to its customer: for instance, it does 

not have the technical expertise to produce CRA PEs. Therefore, it has to externalise part of 

the production.  

If the supplier of greens or PEs is external (it is not part of the Vallourec Group), Vallourec 

Group does not pay the transportation costs as such to the carriers: it is included in the price 

of the tubes that it buys to the external supplier. In the same way, the transportation lead time 

is included in the lead time granted by the supplier. 

Therefore, when Vallourec’s Supply Chain department must allocate the orders to the mills, 

the impact of logistics on the costs and lead times are already taken into account in the price 

and lead time given by the supplier. It should not be included another time in the logistics 

database. 

Assumptions: 

i.  External supply transportation cost = $0 

ii.  External supply transportation lead time = 0 day 
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4.1.2 Model for the costs 

In order to build a model for the costs are close to the reality as possible, several logistics 

experts at Vallourec have been interviewed, and they have insisted on the importance to detail 

all the costs that should be included in the model. (12) (13) In this perspective, the costs have 

been broken down per step of the transportation route: 

 Loading costs at the departure point 

 Pre-carriage costs for an oversea route, or transportation costs for a continental route  

 In case of a transshipment: 

o Costs for the first shipping mode: Departure port costs 1 and Transit cost 1  

o Transshipment cost 

 Costs for the shipping mode (or second shipping mode in case of a transshipment): 

Departure port cost 2 and Transit cost 2 

 Post-carriage costs: Arrival port costs and Post-carriage transportation costs  

The previous description is summarised in the figure 3: 

 
Figure 3 - Breakdown of the logistics routes 

 

The breakdown of the costs is presented in the figure 4, where C continental stands for CPT 

Incoterms for continental routes, C oversea stands for CFR and CPT Incoterms for oversea 

routes, and D stands for DAP Incoterms: 

 
Figure 4- Cost breakdown 

 

In each step of the transportation, all the known taxes and related costs are included (for 

example piracy tax, marine surveyor, temporary storage, bill of lading, stuffing (if any),…).  

(14) 
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4.1.3 Model for the lead times 

In order to establish a model of the lead times for the routes, two concepts have been defined: 

- Planning, waiting and loading time (PWL time): this is the time necessary to book 

the transport mode, wait for it and load the tubes in it. It is important to note that the 

PWL time takes place before the transport mode starts to travel.  

- Transit time : this time corresponds to the duration of the travel.  

 

Lead time breakdown 

Similarly to the model for the costs, the logistics experts have insisted on the importance to 

detail all the lead times included in each step of the transportation. (12) (13)  

 Loading time at the departure point 

 Pre-carriage lead time for an oversea route, or transportation lead time for a 

continental route: PWL time and transit time 

 In case of a transshipment: 

o Lead time for the first shipping mode : PWL and transit times 

o Transshipment lead time: additional time necessary in case of a transshipment 

(for instance unloading from the first ship, transfer of quay,…)  

 Lead time for the shipping mode (or second shipping mode in case of a 

transshipment): PWL and transit times 

 Post-carriage lead time: PWL and transit time (the unloading time is assumed to be 

considered in the PWL time for post-carriage). 

The breakdown for the lead time is presented in the figure 5: 

 
Figure 5- Lead time breakdown 

 

 

Model of the PWL time for the oversea sections 

In most of the harbours, there is a closing date (around a week before the departure date) 

before which the goods must be dropped off on quay if they are to board. The PWL time for 

the oversea part of the route is: 

 PWL time = Closing date time + Average waiting time   

The planning time is assumed to be covered by the pre-carriage lead time.  
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The closing date time is assessed by the logistics specialists. It includes the stuffing time for 

transportation in containers, and the time necessary to load the goods on the ship.  

The average waiting time  is determined as follows: 

- For regular lines , the frequency of the ships is used: 

In case of 1 ship per month, there is one ship every 30 days which means that the 

average waiting time is 30/2 = 15 days  

In case of 2 ships per month, the average waiting time is 15/2 ~ 7 days  

In case of 3 ships per month, the average waiting time is 10/2 = 5 days 

In case of 4 ships per month, the average waiting time is 7/2 ~3 days  

 

- For chartering, there is a time slot in which the chartering company must make a ship 

available to Vallourec. Let n days be that time slot. In this case, the average waiting 

time is n/2.  

 

4.1.4 Model for the criticality 

During the Sales and Operations Planning, the Supply Chain department allocates the 

customer orders to the mills , and orders the supplies needed to the relevant suppliers. 

Although he costs and lead times associated to the routes (both industrial and logistics) are 

important, it is interesting to assess the criticality of the route, i.e. the risk and the difficulty to 

use a route. 

The scale to evaluate criticality has four levels: 

- Green (G): Nothing to do 

The route is often used, no problems are encountered 

 

- Orange (O): Transport must be monitored 

The route has already been used, some problems can occur (delay, increase of the 

costs,…) if the progress is not followed 

The batch size is below the inducement, but no transshipment or use of container is 

planned (the tubes wait for an opportunity to board, an agreement with another 

company is planned,…)  

 

- Red (R): Anticipate with an action plan 

The route has never been used 

The route has not been used for a long time 

The route has already been used and many difficulties were faced (resulting in s 

significant increase of costs and lead time)  

 

- Black (B): Impossible 

The customer country is not reachable (because of war,…) 
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4.2 Entity Relationship model 

The aim of the database is to provide the Supply Chain department of Vallourec with a tool to 

help with the decision-making regarding the allocation of the orders to the mills as the 

allocations are not taking the logistics aspects into account. (5) The database should therefore 

give the information to calculate the costs and lead time of the alternative routes and put 

forward the optimal alternative for the given criteria.  

Within the scope of the study, the following objects with their attributes have been identified.  

(15) 

Three attributes correspond to the properties of the products of Vallourec: Grades (with an 

occurrence for each grade family), Outer diameter (with occurrences corresponding to 

diameter intervals) and Connections  (with an occurrence for each connection type). 

Three objects correspond to locations. They have been split into three different objects as they 

do not have the same attributes. The object Mills  groups all the mills that are involved in the 

routes, whether supplying mills or threading mills, with their characteristics and capabilities  

(Figure 6). The object Harbour gathers all the harbours used by Vallourec, and Customer 

location the countries where Vallourec’s customers are. 

 

Figure 6- Mills Entity Relationship Model 
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Four entities represent characteristics of the routes: Carrier (which gathers the carriers with 

whom Vallourec has signed contacts for certain routes), Transport mode  (which groups all 

the transport modes), Tonnage  (which gathers several tonnage intervals involved in the costs 

grids in the contracts between Vallourec and its carriers) and Incoterm (which groups all the 

Incoterms used in the contracts between Vallourec and its customers). 

Six objects represent segments of the allocation routes: Pre_carriage_supply, 

Post_carriage_distribution, Oversea_Supply, Oversea_Distribution, 

Post_carriage_supply, Post_carriage_distribution, Inland_supply and 

Inland_distribution. The segments have been differentiated in eight objects because they do 

not have relationships with the same objects, and to allow SQL requests involving the supply 

and distribution routes. The figure 7 is the partial Entity Relationship Model (ER model) for 

Pre_carriage_supply. The partial ER models for the other seven route segments can be found 

in Appendix 1.  

 

Figure 7- Example: Pre_carriage_supply Entity Relationship Model 

 

Two objects represent the allocation routes: Supply_routes and Distribution_routes . They 

have been split into two different objects as they do not have the same attributes. The figure 8 

is the partial Entity Relationship Model (ER model) for Distribution_routes. The partial ER 

models for Supply_routes can be found in Appendix 1).  
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Figure 8- Example: Distribution_routes Entity Relationship Model 

 

4.3 Method to fill in the database 

4.3.1 Gathering the data 

In order to build the database, the data has to be collected from the logistics experts of each 

commercial hub (corresponding to geographic regions where Vallourec owns mills: Brazil, 

China, Continental Europe, Indonesia, the Middle East, the United Kingdom and Nigeria).  

The Supply Chain department presents S&OPs four times a year. In order to analyse them 

accurately from a logistics point of view, updated data should be collected for each S&OP, i.e. 

every three months.  

 

4.3.2 Processing the data 

The breakdowns for the costs and lead times in the model are much more detailed than the 

costs and lead time that are stored in the database. It is therefore necessary to translate the 

data provided by the logistics experts and to calculate sums before entering it into the 

database. The figure 9 and 10 present the matching rules: 

 

 
Figure 9- Matching rules for the costs 
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Figure 10- Matching rules for the lead times 

 

 

4.4 Presentation of the database 

The relational database has been implemented in Microsoft Access 2007. All the 

characteristics of the products (grade, outer diameter and connection) and the mills (rolling 

mills and threading mills) have been initially stored in the database. 

Thanks to the creation of relationships between the objects, the creation of a new route 

segment or a new route is very intuitive. Scrolling lists present the available options. For 

instance, in the figure 11, one can see that the user of the database can choose the starting 

point of the segment (pre-carriage for a distribution route) in a drop-down menu. 

 

 
Figure 11- Scrolling list to choose the starting point of the pre-carriage distribution 

 

Similar scrolling lists are available for the arrival points, the transport modes and the carrier 

name for the transportation segments. 
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As showed in the figure 12, several values for the tonnage slots can be selected in the tonnage 

scrolling menu for the transportation segments. 

 

 
Figure 12- Scrolling menu for the tonnage with selection of several values 

 

Then the user can enter the values for the cost (in USD), the PWL time (in days), the transit 

time (in days) and the distance (in km). 

To create another type of segment or a complete route (supply or distribution), similar 

scrolling lists with one or several values present the available options.  
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5 Macro-analysis of the routes 

5.1 Definition of the geographical areas: the macrozones 

As presented in the previous chapter, the mills and the customers of Vallourec EAMEA are 

located in many locations around the world. In this sense, there are many possible allocation 

routes, and listing them all requires a lot of time and does not necessarily give information 

that would not be accessible through a macro-study. 

In order to have a first idea of the costs and lead times of transportation between one mill and 

one customer, the eastern hemisphere has been divided into geographical areas grouping 

several mills or customers that can be considered as geographically close when compared to 

the other places. These macro-zones are used in the following paragraph where the creation of 

a database gathering the allocation routes between them is developed.  

 

5.1.1 Mill macrozones 

Eleven mills are involved in the operations of threading and coupling of the tubes to obtain 

finished goods. They are grouped into seven different zones that correspond to the mill 

macrozones: 

 Continental Europe : this zone corresponds to the mills in France (VOGFR near 

Valenciennes) and Germany (Rath Plug, Rath Pilger and near Düsseldorf). In this 

zone, the products go to Antwerp harbour for transportation by sea. 

 North Sea: this zone corresponds to the mill in Bellshill in Scotland, near Glasgow  

(VOG UK). In this area, the products go to Grangemouth harbour for transportation by 

sea. 

 Saudi Arabia: this zone corresponds to the mill in Dammam, in Saudi Arabia. The 

products leave by sea at Dammam harbour. 

 China: two mills are gathered in this zone (Tianda in Chuzhou and VAM Changzhou 

in Changzhou). Both mills are located near Shanghai, and the products thus leave by 

sea at the harbour of Shanghai.  

 Nigeria: in this zone, there is a mill in Onne, Nigeria, (VAM Onne) that produces only 

for Nigeria. 

 Brazil: in this zone, there is the joint-venture between Vallourec and its competitor 

Sumitomo. The products leave the area by sea at the harbor in Rio de Janeiro. 

 Indonesia: this zone corresponds to the mill PTCT in Batam. The products leave the 

area by sea in the harbor of Batam.  

 

5.1.2 Customer macrozones 

It is not possible to give an exact list of customers or customer countries, except at a given 

time. Indeed, the list depends on the contracts that Vallourec EAMEA managed to obtain and 

is fulfilling at a certain point in time. It is therefore impossible to create a database of 
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transportation routes allowing the assessment of any route between a mill and a new 

customer, unless the database already contains routes to all the countries in the world. Yet, 

this solution would require a lot of effort to collect the data (concerning the cost and the lead 

time) of all the routes, and there would most probably be many instances that would never be 

used, which would be a waste of time for the person who constructed the database.  

However, when Vallourec EAMEA has a new customer country, it is very important to know 

which allocation route is the most appropriate for it, in terms of downstream logistics. To 

answer this problem, the eastern hemisphere has been split into customer macrozones, each of 

them grouping several countries.  

The macrozones are: 

 North Sea: this zone gathers the United Kingdom, Denmark and Norway.  

 Commonwealth of Independent States  (CIS): this zone in particular takes into 

account Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Russia, Tajikistan, Ukraine, Turkmenistan...  

 Europe : this zone groups Germany, the Netherlands, Poland, Croatia... 

 North Africa: this zone gathers Algeria, Libya, Egypt, Tunisia... 

 West Africa: this zone groups many countries located near the western coast of 

Africa, such as Nigeria, Gabon, Ghana, Congo, Angola,…  

 East Africa: this zone groups many countries located near the eastern coast of Africa, 

such as Tanzania, Mozambique and Kenya. It is relevant to note that these countries 

are not yet important oil exploitation countries, but the market should increase 

drastically in the years to come, which justifies the presence of this zone in the study.  

 Middle East: this zone takes into account all the countries of the Arabic Peninsula 

(Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, the United Arab Emirates and 

Yemen) and Turkey.  

 Asia Pacific : this zone groups in particular Indonesia, Thailand, Australia, Vietnam 

and Brunei.  

 China 

 South Asia: this zone groups India and Pakistan.  

 North America: this zone concerns Canada and the United States 

 South America: this zone takes into account Bolivia, Chili, Brazil,… 

 

5.2 Hypotheses to build the syntheses 

The syntheses do not deal with all the routes existing in the database presented in the previous 

section: they are at a macrozone level. The objective of the syntheses is to have an 

approximation of the cost and lead time required to go from one mill macro-zone to another 

one (in the case of the supply routes), and from one mill macro-zone to a customer macro-

zone (for the distribution routes).  

The aims of the syntheses are double. The first one, mentioned in the previous paragraph, is to 

determine the most relevant logistics route when Vallourec EAMEA has a new 
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customer, and to identify to which mill macro-zone the order should be assigned when only 

taking into consideration logistics issues. The second goal of the syntheses is related to the 

forecast. Indeed, when Vallourec EAMEA builds its forecast, the customer countries are not 

always known. In such cases, the forecast is done by customer macrozone, and the syntheses 

help the Supply Chain department to assign the possible orders to a mill macro-zone and 

evaluate the logistics costs involved. 

The customer zones group many different countries that do not have the same weight in 

Vallourec EAMEA’s order book, and the importance of each country can vary from one year 

to the other. In order to have a relevant tool to estimate the costs and lead times, only the most 

probable countries should be taken into account. The criterion elected to evaluate the 

importance of a country is the percentage of a country’s tonnage compared to its macro-

zone’s tonnage . The country has been taken into consideration in the synthesis if the 

percentage is higher than 40%. 

In this macro-analysis, assumptions are made regarding the size of the batches. According to 

the Sales and Operations Planning of September 2015, the average sizes of batches are 2000t 

for supply and 500t for distribution. Therefore, 2000t batches  are taken into consideration in 

this study for the supply routes  and 500t batches  for the distribution routes. 

 

5.3 Presentation of the syntheses 

Under the hypotheses presented in 5.2, graphs have been created. They provide data to 

compare the macro supply routes and macro distribution, both from a cost perspective and a 

lead time perspective. 

5.3.1 Synthesis on the costs 

5.3.1.1 Supply synthesis  

The figure 13 provides the Supply Chain department with a tool to evaluate and compare the 

costs of the supply routes. All the possible routes are not presented in figure 13. Indeed, this 

chart represents only the supply routes that are actually used by Vallourec, and for which data 

can be provided by the logisticians. 
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Figure 13 - Synthesis of the supply routes -- Cost perspective 

This figure stresses that the logistics costs vary greatly depending on the supply routes. For 

instance, for a threading in Saudi Arabia, supplying the mill from Brazil costs about $280/t 

whereas supplying from China costs about $110/t. It is therefore more than twice more 

expensive to get the supply from Brazil than from China. 

 

5.3.1.2 Distribution synthesis  

The figure 13 is a partial view of the graph to compare the logistics distribution costs (the 

values for two customer macro-zone are presented: the Middle East and South Asia). All the 

possible routes are not presented in this chart since VAM Onne does not export pipes to the 

Middle East nor to South Asia, so there is no data available for these routes.  

 
Figure 14 - Synthesis of the distribution routes -- Cost perspective 

Similarly to the figure 13, this graph stresses the variability of logistics costs depending on the 

distribution routes. For example, if the customer is in South Asia, threading the pipes in China 

leads to around $70/t of distribution costs, whereas threading them in Brazil leads to around 

$270/t. It is therefore almost four times more expensive to thread in Brazil than in China. 
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5.3.2 Synthesis on the lead times 

5.3.2.1 Supply synthesis  

The figure 15 provides the Supply Chain department with a tool to evaluate and compare the 

lead times associated to the supply routes. As in 5.3.1.1, all the routes are not presented in the 

chart. 

 
Figure 15 - Synthesis of the supply routes -- Lead time perspective 

This figure stresses that the lead times to reach a threading mill zone vary greatly according to 

the rolling mill. For instance, for a threading in Saudi Arabia, supplying the tubes from 

Indonesia leads to around 33 days of lead time, whereas supplying from China leads to around 

68 days of lead time. Besides, another interesting point is that there is no correlation 

between the cost and the lead time for the routes. Therefore, depending on the aspect that 

the Supply Chain department wants to promote, different routes could be chosen.  

 

5.3.2.2 Distribution synthesis  

The figure 16 is a partial view of the graph to compare the logistics distribution lead times 

(the values for two customer macro-zone are presented: the Middle East and South Asia). As 

in 5.3.1.2, the Nigerian routes are not presented. 
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Figure 16 - Synthesis of the distribution routes -- Lead time perspective 

Similarly to the figure 15, there is a great variability on the lead times depending on the 

distribution routes. For instance, if the customer is in South Asia, threading the pipes in South 

Asia would lead to around 31 days of lead time, whereas threading them in North Sea would 

lead to around 62 days of lead time. 

 

5.3.3 Remarks 

The paragraphs 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 bring out the variability of the costs and lead times: they are 

extremely sensitive to the choice of a route. The impact that this choice has is important when 

compared to the margins (for the costs) and to the global lead time between the customer 

order and the products delivery (for the lead times). The tools to evaluate and compare the 

costs and lead time for the different routes available are consequently useful for the Supply 

Chain department which can use them in order to help it take the decisions for the allocations 

of the customer orders to the mills, in addition to the data available for the production costs 

and lead times. 

As mentioned in 5.2, there is no correlation between the cost and the lead time for the route, 

and the cheapest route is not necessarily the quickest one. The Supply Chain department must 

decide which of the two aspects it wants to minimise. In the current situation, the price of oil 

is particularly low, which results in a reduction of oil exploration, and therefore a decrease of 

customer orders. Competition is especially hard on the prices, so the Supply Chain may 

decide to reduce the logistics costs. However, when the oil prices rise again and Vallourec has 

high margins on the pipes, the Supply Chain may decide to promote customer satisfaction and 

to strive to reduce the lead times.  
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6 Analysis of a Sales and Operations Planning: an 

example 

6.1 Construction of a tool to analyse a Sales and Operations 

Planning 

Every three months, the Supply Chain department of Vallourec Oil and Gas builds a Sales and 

Operations Planning (S&OP). It is a process that is based on the forecast for the sales of the 

year, and whose aim is to allocate the customer demand to the mills. The forecast for the sales 

concern possible customer specifications of products, the volumes and the technical properties 

of the products involved in each forecasted order. The process of allocation (figure 17) takes 

into account the capacity of the mills, their technical capabilities and the production costs and 

lead times involved, and the result of this process is presented in an Excel file.  

 

Figure 17 - Sales and Operations Planning process 

 

As of today, the allocation process does not take into account the impact of logistics costs. 

However, the prices of the market are currently extremely low (due to the low gas prices), and 

the margins are consequently limited as well. In this situation, the relative weight of the 

logistics costs on the margin is becoming more and more important, and it is interesting to 

quantify exactly what is the impact of logistics on the division’s budget. 

The S&OP is released by the Supply Chain department as an Excel file. This file gathers all 

the information linked to the sales forecast, the requests for quotations and the offers to 

customers. Among other things, it contains for each forecast or request for quotation the 

forecasted tonnage , the type of products  (see “Vallourec: its organization, its mills and its 

products”), the rolling mill (which is Vallourec EAMEA’s supplier), the threading mill, the 

customer country and the Incoterm. 
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The database presented in the second section of the thesis takes into account all these 

elements, and it links them to the information relative to the costs and lead times of the 

logistics routes as well as the distances involved. In order to analyse the S&OP, the Excel file 

released by the Supply Chain department has been modified in order to include the costs and 

lead times induced by the allocation routes determined in the S&OP. 

In the figure 18 which represents the supply logistics : 

- The first column is the supply route which has been determined (the rolling and 

threading mills are in columns 2 and 4).  

- The third column is the macrozone of the rolling mill, i.e. of the supplier. 

- The columns 5, 6, 7 and 8 define the supply route from a logistics point of view: they 

indicate the supply cost per ton, the supply lead time, the distance between the rolling 

mill and the threading mill and the criticality of the supply route. 

 

Figure 18 - S&OP: the supply logistics 

 

The figure 19 represents the distribution logistics : 

- In the first column, the distribution route which has been determined is presented (the 

threading mill and the customer country are in columns 2 and 4).  

- In the columns 3, one can find the macrozone of the threading mill, and in column 5 

the macrozone of the customer.  

- The column 6 presents the forecasted Incoterm for the sale.  

- The columns 7, 8, 9 and 10 define the distribution route from a logistics point of view. 

The cost, the lead time and the distance depend on the Incoterm. For example here, the 

Incoterm of the fifth line is an Ex Work Incoterm. Therefore, the distribution cost, lead 

time and distance are non-existent.  
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Figure 19 - S&OP: the distribution logistics 

 

The figure 20 represents the global logistics : 

- The first column is the total cost per ton, i.e. the sum of the supply and the distribution 

costs. 

- The second column is the logistics budget of the line, i.e. it is the product of the 

tonnage and the total cost per ton. It is very useful to calculate the logistics budget of 

Vallourec EAMEA. 

- The third and fourth columns are the total lead times and distances, i.e. the sum of the 

supply and distribution lead times and distances. 

- The sixth column presents the comments that must be filled in by the logistics 

specialists if the supply or distribution criticalities are not green.  

 

Figure 20 - S&OP: the global logistics 

 

The data in the columns with a white cross is directly retrieved in the S&OP file. The data in 

the columns with a black cross is retrieved in other tabs of the Excel file that have to be filled 
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in with the information contained in the Microsoft Access database (cf. 6.2). The data in the 

columns with a grey cross is obtained thanks to a formula using the data in the white cross 

and black cross columns.  

 

6.2 Retrieving the relevant information from the Microsoft 

Access database 

All the data necessary to quantify the logistics impact in terms of costs and lead time based on 

the S&OP is available in the tables of the Microsoft Access database. However, for the 

information to be used in the S&OP Excel file, the relevant information of the database must 

be retrieved via a SQL query, and the tables obtained (for the supply and distribution routes) 

must be exported as Excel files to be added in the S&OP Excel tool as distinct tabs. 

In order to retrieve the data linked to supply routes , a query in SQL is used (cf. appendix 2) 

and the following table is obtained (extract): 

 

Figure 21 - Supply table for the S&OP 

 

The distribution table  must also be retrieved to analyze the S&OP. A SQL query is used (cf. 

appendix 2) and the following table is obtained (extract): 

 

Figure 22 - Distribution table for the S&OP 

 

6.3 Analysis of the S&OP for 2016 

Thanks to the Excel tool presented in 4.3.1., the S&OP can be analysed from a logistics point 

of view. A few main results deserve to be presented in the thesis, with a highlight on their use.  

 The logistics budget 

With the tool, calculating the logistics budget for 2016 is very easy, and it can be split into the 

supply budget and the distribution budget. Besides, as mentioned in 6.1., the mill and 
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customer macrozones are included in the S&OP table, which allows to break the budget by 

customer macrozone. This is particularly helpful as it brings out the macrozones with the 

highest weight, and the Supply Chain department can inform the logistics specialists of their 

importance. The latter thus have access to the prices  that must be negotiated in priority, 

and the routes that must be particularly closely monitored. 

 

Figure 23 - Logistics budget of 2016 per customer macrozone 

 

The graph above represents the logistics budget 2016, based on the S&OP (pre-budget): the 

budget is $49M. The Middle East represent about half the budget for 2016, so all the routes 

towards this macrozone should be closely monitored to avoid unexpected problems, and the 

importance of the budget should provide the logistics specialists with an effective argument to 

negotiate the prices with the shipping companies. 

The logistics specialists should also pay attention to the routes towards North Africa as the 

distribution budget is rather important and a decrease in the prices would result in a 

significant decline of the budget.  

 

 The Incoterms 

An analysis on the Incoterms forecasted in the S&OP can also be provided: 
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Occurrence 
Proportion of 

tonnage 

Proportion 

budget 

EXW 108 4% 0% 

FOB 46 1% 1% 

CPT continental 184 4% 3% 

CFR and CPT oversea 342 57% 64% 

DAP 274 33% 33% 

 

Figure 24 - Analysis of the distribution routes per Incoterm 

 As shown in the figure 24, 92% of the distribution routes are oversea routes. This analysis 

allows the logistics specialists to plan their strategy regarding the carriers: as only 4% of the 

routes are FOB routes, Vallourec will have to pay the shipping fare for most of the oversea 

routes. It is therefore particularly important that the logistics specialists should negotiate the 

prices with the shipping companies. 

 

 The  transportation costs   

Thanks to the tool, the Supply Chain department also has access to the average transportation 

costs per macrozone for the routes chosen in the S&OP. The transportation costs depend 

highly on the rolling and threading mill, and the analysis provides a quantitative comparison.  

The figure 41 in Appendix 3 presents the transportation costs, with the supply and distribution 

routes involved in the S&OP. It is important to note that the logistics costs presented in this 

graph take into account the Incoterm: for an EXW route, the cost is $0, and for a FOB route, 

the cost does not take into account the sea freight costs.  

Some conclusions on the relevance of the routes can nevertheless be drawn since as presented 

before, EXW and FOB routes represent barely 5% of the cases. This figure brings forward the 

logistics disadvantage of threading the pipes in Indonesia (PTCT) and Brazil (VSB and 

VBR). Indeed, these two mill macro-zones are always part of the most expensive routes.  

On the other hand, threading in China proves to be very interesting from a logistics point of 

view since the logistics costs from China are low. Besides, one can note that the supply costs 

for China are extremely low, which can be interpreted by a high integration of the mills : 

most of the pipes threaded in China were rolled in Tianda, and 97% of them were then 

threaded in Tianda, therefore involving no supply cost. 
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 The transportation lead times 

Similarly to the transportation costs graph, a graph can be obtained with the average 

transportation lead times per macrozone for the routes chosen in the S&OP. The figure 42 in 

Appendix 3 presents the transportation lead times for the supply and distribution routes 

involved in the S&OP. Like the transportation costs, the lead times presented in the graph take 

into account the Incoterm chosen for each customer order. 

As only 5% of the routes have an Incoterm EXW or FOB, some conclusions on the lead times 

can be drawn. Unlike the transportation costs, there is no threading mill macro-zone that 

appears to be always part of the longest route to reach a customer zone: in a lead time 

perspective, there is no mill macro-zone that bears a logistics disadvantage , regardless of 

the customer macro-zones.  

From a lead time perspective, and taking into consideration the EXW and FOB Incoterms 

(valid mostly for African macro-zones), proximity is the main factor. However, the notion of 

proximity has to include not only proximity between the threading mill and the customer 

country, but also proximity between the rolling mill and the threading mill as the global lead 

times are presented. Therefore, the mill macro-zones where the integration rate is high 

have an advantage  as the supply lead time is less than 12 days , but they have the shorter lead 

times only for the close customer macro-zone. 
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7 Optimisation of the allocation routes from a 

logistics point of view 

 
7.1 Optimisation from a macro point of view 

The Microsoft Access database presented in 4.4 provides all the necessary elements to 

retrieve the optimised route, either from a cost or a lead time point of view.  

7.1.1 Obtaining the optimised routes in the Microsoft Access database 

All the data concerning the different routes is stored in the database, so the optimised routes 

can be retrieved via a SQL query.  

In this macro-optimisation, assumptions are made regarding the size of the batches. 

According to the Sales and Operations Planning of September 2015, the average sizes of 

batches are 2000t for supply and 500t for distribution. Therefore, 2000t batches are taken into 

consideration in this study for the supply routes  and 500t batches  for the distribution 

routes . 

Besides, since we are dealing with a macro-optimisation, the products characteristics are 

not taken into consideration. The objective of this study is to bring out the optimised routes 

from a logistics point of view regardless of the technical capabilities of the mills.  

 

7.1.1.1. Optimising the costs 

The objective is to optimise the complete routes (supply and distribution). Consequently, the 

input is the country of the customer, and the output is the rolling and threading mills . 

In order to retrieve the optimised route for a given country, a SQL query is used. In the 

following example, the country of the customer is Gabon (cf. Appendix 4 for the SQL query). 

The query retrieves all the routes whose customer country is Gabon for the batch sizes 

determined above, and orders the routes by increasing logistics costs. The optimised route 

from a cost perspective is thus the first line of the table obtained, and the other possible 

routes are presented below. The first column contains the rolling mill (considered as 

supplier to Vallourec EAMEA), the second column contains the threading mill, the third 

column contains the country of the customer and the fourth column contains the total logistics 

costs. 
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Figure 25 - Complete routes ordered by increasing logistics costs 

With this query, the optimised route for a customer in Gabon is determined: to minimise the 

logistics costs, the rolling and the threading operations should take place in Tianda. 

To optimise the costs, the main factor is the integration of the rolling and threading mills : 

the two cheapest routes are both integrated. On the other hand, proximity has not a strong 

impact on the costs: the transportation costs depend mostly on competition. Indeed, since the 

transportation modes should be full the outward and return journeys, the prices are very high 

when there is high competition, and they are lower otherwise in order to fill it in.  

 

7.1.1.2. Optimising the lead times 

To optimise the costs, both supply and distribution costs were considered (cf. 7.1.1.1). 

However, when striving to optimise the lead time between the moment when the order is 

placed by the customer, and the moment when the pipes are delivered, optimising the 

distribution lead time is more relevant. Indeed, the threading mills are supplied with green or 

plain end pipes that are not yet completely differentiated: most of the differentiation comes 

from the threading process. It is therefore possible to constitute a stock of such non-

differentiated pipes in order to decrease the lead times, and place an order point on these 

stocks. Thus, the input is the country of the customer and the output is the threading 

mill.  

In order to retrieve the route with an optimised lead time, a similar SQL query is used (cf. 

Appendix 4) and the query retrieves all routes whose customer country is Gabon for the batch 

sizes determined above, and orders them by increasing distribution lead times. The optimised 
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route from a lead time perspective is thus the firs t line of the table obtained, and the 

other possible routes are presented below. The first column contains the rolling mill 

(considered as supplier to Vallourec EAMEA), the second column contains the threading mill, 

the third column contains the country of the customer and the fourth column contains the total 

logistics lead times.  

 

Figure 26 - Complete routes ordered by increasing logistics lead times 

With this query, the optimized route for a customer in Gabon is determined: to minimise the 

logistics costs, the threading operations should take place in Continental Europe (either in 

VOGFR or in Rath). 

This example highlights the main factor influencing the lead times: proximity between the 

threading mill and the country of the customer. 

 

7.1.1.3 Remarks 

In the analysis of the S&OP (paragraph 6.3), it was noticed that there is no correlation 

between the costs and the lead times  for the logistics routes. Indeed, for the case of Gabon, 

the optimised route from a cost point of view is with a rolling and threading in China 

(Tianda), whereas from a lead time point of view the route is optimised with a threading in 

Continental Europe. 
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7.1.2 Presentation of the results on maps 

 

 Optimisation of the global costs 

The queries presented in 7.1.1 are performed for all the customer countries, and the optimised 

routes obtained are presented on a map. In order to make the maps readable, the routes are 

considered from a macro-perspective: for example, in 7.1.1.1 the optimised route was rolling 

(supply) and threading (manufacturing) in Tianda. From a macro-perspective, the route is: 

rolling and threading in China. The production is qualified as integrated when the 

manufacturer is the supplier.  

 

Figure 27 - Map representing the optimised routes from a cost point of view 

In this scenario optimising the costs (without taking into account the technical capabilities of 

the mills), only four macro-routes would be used: Integrated routes in Continental Europe, 

Integrated routes in Brazil, integrated routes in China or routes involving a rolling in China 

and a threading in Indonesia.  

In a strategic perspective aiming at minimising the logistics costs, Vallourec EAMEA 

could decide to reduce the number of mills it possesses, and to increase their capacity to 

face the customer demand.  
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 Optimisation of the distribution lead times 

Similarly to the cost optimisation, the queries presented in 7.1.1.2 are performed for all the 

customer countries. The results are presented from a macro-perspective to facilitate the 

understanding of the map.  

 

Figure 28 - Map representing the optimised distribution routes from a lead time point of view 

In the scenario optimising the lead times (without taking into consideration the technical 

capabilities of the mills), all the mill macro-zone are considered: proximity to the 

customer is the driving factor.  

Therefore, should Vallourec EAMEA wish to minimise the lead times between the 

threading mills and the customer countries, it should retain all its mills in order to 

remain close to its customers .  

The strategic decisions to optimise the global costs and the distribution lead times involve 

opposed effects. The former brings about a reduction of the number of integrated mills and an 

increase of the mills’ capacities. On the other hand, the latter requires  keeping the pool of 

mills in order to retain the proximity to the customers. 
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7.2 Allocations of the S&OP for 2016 with logistics optimisation 

In the section 6, the analysis of the S&OP has been presented: the logistics budget and 

average logistics costs have been computed based on the allocations performed by the Supply 

Chain department.  

However, the allocations of the S&OP performed by the Supply Chain department do not 

optimise the logistics costs, nor the logistics lead times. Other scenarii of allocations to the 

mills are presented in this paragraph, taking as input the countries of the customers and the 

products characteristics. 

 

7.2.1 Allocations of the S&OP for 2016 with an optimisation on costs 

7.2.1.1 Presentation of the optimisation process 

The Microsoft Access database gives the optimised route if the customer country, the tonnage 

and the products specifications are specified, but it has to be run for each line of the S&OP. 

However, the file contains hundreds of lines (1050 in the 2016 S&OP of September), and it is 

time-consuming to retrieve the optimised route line per line. A program has therefore been 

coded in VBA and embedded in the Excel file in order to automate the process. 

In order to optimise the allocations of the 2016 S&OP, a table with all the possible complete 

routes has been retrieved from Access. This table details for each route the rolling mill, the 

threading mill, the country of the customer, the tonnage slot, the supply cost, the distribution 

cost and the total cost, as shown in the figure 29. 

 

Figure 29 - Table of the complete routes – Extract 

The allocation scenario with optimized costs is presented in a similar file than the tool used to 

analyse the S&OP (cf. section 6). There have been two modifications to the S&OP tab to 

include the optimisation process:  

- The rolling and threading mills are no longer retrieved from the S&OP allocations 

performed by the Supply Chain department. Instead, the optimisation process fills in 

these cells with the rolling and threading mills for the routes with optimised costs.  

- The technical specifications of the products are retrieved in the S&OP file to be 

included in the optimisation process. 
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Besides, a tab with the capabilities of the mills has been added to the file to include the 

technical feasibility in the code. 

The code in VBA processes all the lines of the S&OP, the input for each line being the 

customer country and the technical specifications of the products (both being available in the 

S&OP tab), and the output being the rolling and threading mills. The complete VBA code is 

available in Appendix 5. 

 

Figure 30 - Optimisation process for the costs 

 

7.2.1.2 Presentation of the optimised scenario and comparison with the 

S&OP scenario 

As mentioned in 7.2.1.1, the allocation process to optimise the costs has been embedded in a 

file very similar the one to analyse the S&OP. Therefore, all the analysis tools are available in 

the optimisation file, and the scenario with the costs minimized can be compared with the 

initial scenario. 

In this scenario, the logistics budget is $36M, so optimising the costs could bring about a 

reduction of costs  of $13M, i.e about 27% compared to the S&OP of September. The 

following graph presents the budgets per customer macrozone: 
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Figure 31 - Logistics budget with the optimised costs 

 

In comparison to the figure 23, the supply costs have been greatly reduced, owing to a greater 

integration of the rolling and threading mills: the supply budget is $5M whereas it is $16M in 

the S&OP of September. In this scenario, all the pipes are rolled either in China or in 

Continental Europe, and they are threaded in China, Continental Europe, Indonesia or North 

Sea: the mills in Nigeria, Saudi Arabia and Brazil are not used.  

The reduction of the distribution budget is much smaller: in the optimized scenario, the 

distribution budget is $31M whereas it is $33M in the S&OP of September.  

 

7.2.2 Allocations of the S&OP for 2016 with an optimisation on lead 

times 

A similar process to the one presented in 7.2.1.1 provides the scenario with an optimisation on 

the lead times. The VBA code aims at: 

- Optimising the distribution lead times to ensure a good reactivity to the customer 

demand. 

- Optimising the supply lead times once the distribution routes are determined, in order 

to ensure an efficient and quick replenishment of the threading mills’ stocks. 

In this scenario, the logistics budget is $55M, so striving to improve the logistics lead times 

for the customer would result in a $6M increase compared with the budget of the S&OP of 

September. The following graph presents the budgets per customer macro-zone: 
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Figure 32 - Logistics budget with the optimised lead times 

In comparison to the figure 23, the supply costs have been reduced almost by half: in this 

scenario, the supply budget is $9M whereas it is $16M in the S&OP of September. It is due to 

the fact that minimising the supply lead times results in integrating the rolling and threading 

mills when it is possible (i.e. when the threading mill determined is a rolling mill). In this 

scenario, the pipes are rolled in all the rolling mill macro-zones, and they are threaded in all 

the threading mill macro-zones.  

In order to ensure proximity with the customers, the mill in Indonesia is more used than it is 

in the S&OP of September: 21% of the tonnage instead of 1%. As distribution costs from 

Indonesia are very high compared to Continental Europe and China (cf. 6.3), this increase of 

production in Indonesia results in a significant increase of the distribution costs: the 

distribution budget is $46M in this scenario whereas it is $33M in the S&OP of September.  
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8 Conclusions and discussion 
 

This study has highlighted the complexity of logistics. Five different means of transportation 

are used by Vallourec EAMEA, each of them having different advantages and drawbacks: 

road, rail, fluvial, air and shipping modes. The first challenge of logistics is thus to select the 

most appropriate mode of transportation in a particular situation, depending on the 

circumstances (relative importance of the cost, the lead time, the flexibility,…).  

In most cases at Vallourec EAMEA, the logistics is anticipated as the production processes 

are very long. Therefore, the need of flexibility is not very high. In the current context of 

crisis faced by Vallourec, the driving aspect is the cost, especially since as the mill are not 

running at high capacity, there is possibility to shorten the lead times during the production.  

Based on the context, the logisticians can determine the current standard transportation modes 

for a given route. 

However, knowing the transportation modes is not enough to build the logistics database as 

the notions of cost and lead time can have several meanings, and include different things, 

depending on the people. If the definitions of cost and lead time are not clarified, there is 

therefore a high probability that the data regarding the costs and lead times include different 

things depending on the commercial hubs: no comparison can be made. 

Besides, the lead times vary greatly, especially for the oversea routes. Indeed, if the ship has a 

frequency of one voyage per month, depending on the moment when the goods arrive at quay, 

they can arrive just before the closure date, ensuring no waiting time for the ship, just as they 

can wait one month at quay until the ship’s arrival.  

There is thus a necessity to build a model for the costs and lead times, clarifying what is 

included in the costs and lead times, and giving rules to assess the average lead times.  With 

the model, the data collected allows the comparison of the different routes.  

The complexity of logistics is also due to the technical capabilities of the mills. The web of 

mills and customer countries is further complicated since all the connect ions cannot be used 

depending on the product that has to be transported. There is no standard logistics route to 

supply a customer: the process to allocate the customer demand must take the technical 

aspects into account.  

In the allocation process presented in the master thesis, the capacities of the mills have not  

been considered, though they are a significant aspect in the S&OP allocations. Further studies 

could strive to include them in the allocations code. Besides, while this thesis has been 

focused on the logistics issues, the Supply Chain department has a strong understanding of the 

S&OP process (when considering production aspects). Further studies could aim at building a 

process including both logistics and production aspects in order to improve the allocations. 

Optimisation of the costs and lead times has been tackled by the thesis work. Indeed, they 

cannot be addressed simultaneously. Depending on the strategy of the company (emphasis on 
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cost or lead time reduction), the allocation process is different. The present master thesis has 

highlighted the opposition between the two aspects: different allocation scenarii depending on 

the objective were obtained, with a significant difference on the logistics budget ($36M with a 

costs optimisation versus $55M with a lead times optimisation).  

However, this thesis has focused on the extremes (minimising the costs and the lead times), 

and no transitional state has been studied (except the actual allocation scenario for the 2016 

S&OP of September 2015). Further studies could therefore focus on transitional scenarii, 

endeavouring to find a “best case scenario”, neither optimising costs nor lead times 

individually, but with a compromise enabling global optimisation.  
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Appendix 1: ER Models 

 

Figure 33 - Inland_supply ER Model 

 

 

Figure 34 - Inland_distribution ER Model 
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Figure 35 - Pre_carriage_distribution ER Model 

 

 

Figure 36 - Oversea_Supply ER Model 
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Figure 37 - Oversea_Distribution ER Model 

 

 

Figure 38 - Post_carriage_supply ER Model 
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Figure 39 - Post_carriage_distribution ER Model 

 

 

Figure 40 - Supply_routes ER Model 
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Appendix 2: SQL queries to retrieve the costs and lead times from 

the database 
1. SQL Query to retrieve the supply costs and lead times: 

SELECT [Supply_routes].Supply_route_ID, [Supply_routes].Transportation_type, 

Inland_supply.Cost, Inland_supply.PWL_time, Inland_supply.Transit_time, Pre_carriage.Cost, 

Pre_carriage.PWL_time, Pre_carriage.Transit_time, Oversea.Port_cost, Oversea.PWL_time, 

Oversea.Sea_freight_cost, Oversea.Transit_time, Post_carriage_supply.Cost, 

Post_carriage_supply.PWL_time, Post_carriage_supply.Transit_time, 

Inland_supply.Cost+Pre_carriage.Cost+Oversea.Port_cost+Oversea.Sea_freight_cost+Post_ca

rriage_supply.Cost AS Total_cost, 

Inland_supply.PWL_time+Inland_supply.Transit_time+Pre_carriage.PWL_time+Pre_carriage.

Transit_time+Oversea.PWL_time+Oversea.Transit_time+Post_carriage_supply.PWL_time+Po

st_carriage_supply.Transit_time AS Total_lead_time, [Supply_routes].Criticality, 

Inland_supply.Distance+Pre_carriage.Distance+Oversea.Distance+Post_carriage_supply.Dista

nce AS Total_Distance, Supply_routes.Tonnage_slot.Value AS Tonnage 

FROM (((Supply_routes INNER JOIN Inland_supply ON 

Inland_supply.Segment_ID=[Supply_routes].Continental_route) INNER JOIN Pre_carriage ON 

Pre_carriage.Segment_ID=[Supply_routes].Pre_carriage) INNER JOIN Oversea ON 

Oversea.Segment_ID=[Supply_routes].Oversea) INNER JOIN Post_carriage_supply ON 

Post_carriage_supply.Segment_ID=[Supply_routes].Post_carriage; 

2. SQL Query to retrieve the distribution costs and lead times 

SELECT [Distribution_routes].Distribution_route_ID, 

[Distribution_routes].Transportation_type, Inland_distribution.Cost, 

Inland_distribution.PWL_time, Inland_distribution.Transit_time, Pre_carriage.Cost, 

Pre_carriage.PWL_time, Pre_carriage.Transit_time, Oversea.Port_cost, Oversea.PWL_time, 

Oversea.Sea_freight_cost, Oversea.Transit_time, Post_carriage_distribution.Cost, 

Post_carriage_distribution.PWL_time, Post_carriage_distribution.Transit_time, 

Inland_distribution.Cost+Pre_carriage.Cost+Oversea.Port_cost+Oversea.Sea_freight_cost+Po

st_carriage_distribution.Cost AS Total_cost, 

Inland_distribution.PWL_time+Inland_distribution.Transit_time+Pre_carriage.PWL_time+Pre

_carriage.Transit_time+Oversea.PWL_time+Oversea.Transit_time+Post_carriage_distribution

.PWL_time+Post_carriage_distribution.Transit_time AS Total_lead_time, 

[Distribution_routes].Criticality, 

Inland_distribution.Distance+Pre_carriage.Distance+Oversea.Distance+Post_carriage_distrib

ution.Distance AS Total_Distance, Distribution_routes.Tonnage_slot.Value AS Tonnage 

FROM (((Distribution_routes INNER JOIN Inland_distribution ON 

Inland_distribution.Segment_ID=[Distribution_routes].Continental_route) INNER JOIN 

Pre_carriage ON Pre_carriage.Segment_ID=[Distribution_routes].Pre_carriage) INNER JOIN 

Oversea ON Oversea.Segment_ID=[Distribution_routes].Oversea) INNER JOIN 

Post_carriage_distribution ON 

Post_carriage_distribution.Segment_ID=[Distribution_routes].Post_carriage; 
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Appendix 3: A S&OP Analysis 

 

Figure 41 - Transportation costs 
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  Figure 42 - Transportation lead times 
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Appendix 4: SQL queries for the optimisation 

1. Optimising the costs 

SELECT Supply_routes.Supplier, Supply_routes.Threading_mill, 

Distribution_routes.Customer_location, 

Inland_supply.Cost+[Pre_carriage_supply].Cost+[Oversea_Supply].Port_cost+[Oversea_Suppl

y].Sea_freight_cost+Post_carriage_supply.Cost+Inland_distribution.Cost+[Pre_carriage_distri

bution].Cost+[Oversea_Distribution].Port_cost+[Oversea_Distribution].Sea_freight_cost+Post

_carriage_distribution.Cost AS Total_cost,  

FROM ((((((((Supply_routes INNER JOIN Inland_supply ON 

Inland_supply.Segment_ID=[Supply_routes].Continental_route) INNER JOIN 

Pre_carriage_supply ON [Pre_carriage_supply].Segment_ID=Supply_routes.Pre_carriage) 

INNER JOIN Oversea_Supply ON [Oversea_Supply].Segment_ID=Supply_routes.Oversea) 

INNER JOIN Post_carriage_supply ON 

Post_carriage_supply.Segment_ID=[Supply_routes].Post_carriage) INNER JOIN 

Distribution_routes ON Supply_routes.Threading_mill=Distribution_routes.Threading_mill) 

INNER JOIN Inland_distribution ON 

Inland_distribution.Segment_ID=[Distribution_routes].Continental_route) INNER JOIN 

Pre_carriage_distribution ON 

[Pre_carriage_distribution].Segment_ID=Distribution_routes.Pre_carriage) INNER JOIN 

Oversea_Distribution ON [Oversea_Distribution].Segment_ID=Distribution_routes.Oversea) 

INNER JOIN Post_carriage_distribution ON 

Post_carriage_distribution.Segment_ID=[Distribution_routes].Post_carriage 

WHERE Distribution_routes.Customer_location='Gabon' AND 

Distribution_routes.Tonnage_slot.Value='0-500' AND 

Supply_routes.Tonnage_slot.Value='1001-2000' 

ORDER BY 

Inland_supply.Cost+[Pre_carriage_supply].Cost+[Oversea_Supply].Port_cost+[Oversea_Suppl

y].Sea_freight_cost+Post_carriage_supply.Cost+Inland_distribution.Cost+[Pre_carriage_distri

bution].Cost+[Oversea_Distribution].Port_cost+[Oversea_Distribution].Sea_freight_cost+Post

_carriage_distribution.Cost; 

2. Optimising the lead times 

SELECT Supply_routes.Supplier, Supply_routes.Threading_mill, 

Distribution_routes.Customer_location, 

Inland_distribution.PWL_time+Inland_distribution.Transit_time+[Pre_carriage_distribution].

PWL_time+[Pre_carriage_distribution].Transit_time+[Oversea_Distribution].PWL_time+[Ove

rsea_Distribution].Transit_time+Post_carriage_distribution.PWL_time+Post_carriage_distrib

ution.Transit_time AS Total_LT 

FROM ((((((((Supply_routes INNER JOIN Inland_supply ON 

Inland_supply.Segment_ID=[Supply_routes].Continental_route) INNER JOIN 
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Pre_carriage_supply ON [Pre_carriage_supply].Segment_ID=Supply_routes.Pre_carriage) 

INNER JOIN Oversea_Supply ON [Oversea_Supply].Segment_ID=Supply_routes.Oversea) 

INNER JOIN Post_carriage_supply ON 

Post_carriage_supply.Segment_ID=[Supply_routes].Post_carriage) INNER JOIN 

Distribution_routes ON Supply_routes.Threading_mill=Distribution_routes.Threading_mill) 

INNER JOIN Inland_distribution ON 

Inland_distribution.Segment_ID=[Distribution_routes].Continental_route) INNER JOIN 

Pre_carriage_distribution ON 

[Pre_carriage_distribution].Segment_ID=Distribution_routes.Pre_carriage) INNER JOIN 

Oversea_Distribution ON [Oversea_Distribution].Segment_ID=Distribution_routes.Oversea) 

INNER JOIN Post_carriage_distribution ON 

Post_carriage_distribution.Segment_ID=[Distribution_routes].Post_carriage 

WHERE Distribution_routes.Customer_location='Gabon' AND 

Distribution_routes.Tonnage_slot.Value='0-500' AND 

Supply_routes.Tonnage_slot.Value='1001-2000' 

ORDER BY 

Inland_distribution.PWL_time+Inland_distribution.Transit_time+[Pre_carriage_distribution].

PWL_time+[Pre_carriage_distribution].Transit_time+[Oversea_Distribution].PWL_time+[Ove

rsea_Distribution].Transit_time+Post_carriage_distribution.PWL_time+Post_carriage_distrib

ution.Transit_time; 
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Appendix 5: Optimisation code in VBA 
 

Sub Allocations() 

' 
Application.ScreenUpdating = False  
' 
' Allocations Macro 

' 
' Definition of the variables: 
Dim c As Integer, r As Integer, c_Total As Single, Rolling As String, R_temp As String, 
T_temp As String, Threading As String, Cell_country As Range, Cell_route As Range 

   r = 2 
   c = 3 
   c_Total = 10000  'The total cost is always inferior to $10 000 
   Set Cell_country = Worksheets("FAR").Range("N" & c)  'Cell containing the 

customer country of the line  
   Set Cell_route = Worksheets("Routes").Range("A" & r)  'Cell containing the rolling 
mill of the complete route  
 

Do Until Cell_country = ""  'Loop on the lines of the S&OP 
    Do Until Cell_route = "" 'Loop on the complete routes 
        If Cell_country.Value = Cell_route.Offset(0, 2).Value Then 
            If c_Total > Cell_route.Offset(0, 5).Value Then 

                R_temp = Cell_route.Value 
                T_temp = Cell_route.Offset(0, 1).Value 
                If InStr(1, Application.WorksheetFunction.VLookup(T_temp, 
Worksheets("Specifications").Range("A1:D16"), 2, False), Cell_country.Offset(0, 18).Value) 

> 0 And InStr(1, Application.WorksheetFunction.VLookup(T_temp, 
Worksheets("Specifications").Range("A1:D16"), 3, False), Cell_country.Offset(0, 19).Value) 
> 0 And InStr(1, Application.WorksheetFunction.VLookup(T_temp, 
Worksheets("Specifications").Range("A1:D16"), 4, False), Cell_country.Offset(0, 20).Value) 

> 0 Then 
                    If InStr(1, Application.WorksheetFunction.VLookup(R_temp, 
Worksheets("Specifications").Range("A1:D16"), 2, False), "P") + InStr(1, 
Application.WorksheetFunction.VLookup(R_temp, 

Worksheets("Specifications").Range("A1:D16"), 2, False), "G") > 0 And InStr(1, 
Application.WorksheetFunction.VLookup(R_temp, 
Worksheets("Specifications").Range("A1:D16"), 3, False), Cell_country.Offset(0, 19).Value) 
> 0 And InStr(1, Application.WorksheetFunction.VLookup(R_temp, 

Worksheets("Specifications").Range("A1:D16"), 4, False), Cell_countr y.Offset(0, 20).Value) 
> 0 Then 
                        If Cell_country.Offset(0, 21).Value = Cell_route.Offset(0, 3) Then 
                            Rolling = R_temp 

                            Threading = T_temp 
                            c_Total = Cell_route.Offset(0, 6) 
                            End If 
                    End If 

                End If 
            End If 
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        End If 
    r = r + 1 
    Set Cell_route = Worksheets("Routes").Range("A" & r) 
         

    Loop 
    Cell_country.Offset(0, -12).Value = Rolling 
    Cell_country.Offset(0, -10).Value = Threading 
    r = 2 

    Set Cell_route = Worksheets("Routes").Range("A" & r) 
    c = c + 1 
    Set Cell_country = Worksheets("FAR").Range("N" & c) 
    c_Total = 10000 

    Rolling = "" 
    Threading = "" 
     
Loop 

' 
Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
' 
End Sub 


